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Abstract: Diagnostic infomation

INTRODUCTION.
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a very promising novel
technique for the diagnosis of atherosclerosis U,21. Both,
the spectral shape and the fluorescence intensity at

specific wavelengths are useful

in

discriminating the

atherosclerotic from normal tissue [31. Nevertheless there
are some problems in the precise interpretations of these

parameters. Models assuming exponential light
attenuation and homogeneous distributions of
chromophores necessitate the preknowing of
fluorophores and attenuators[4]. Re-absorption by the
fluorophore itself is another problem and tissue optics
distortion interfers with the fluorescence spectnrm [5,61.
In this work is developed a method of analyzing
fluorescence spectra from optically thick artery, by using
a general model of tissue fluorescence, relating the
Excitation - Emission lvlatrices from dtfferent arteries to
the EEMs of the ehromophores

The ijth element of the EEM is given by
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calculates

the

chromophores

concentration, by performing approximation at all the
wavelengths, using a least sqwre fitting method. The

calculated and measured intensities agrce

with

a

maximum enor $Yq atthe different wavelengths, for the
normal, fibrous and calcified arteries. Concentrations of
the chromophores are correlated to the corresponding
category. This method provides the possibility to extract
biochemical information about the tissue at a wide range
of wavelengths.

METI{OD
Tiszue histology and fluorescence spectroscopy are
analytically described in a previous paper [31.
Artery is assumed to be one layer, infinitely thick, for

the nrnge of the used wavelengths. By using the
aszumptions exposed to I4l, the tissue fluorescence
power is given by:
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The fluoresc€nce intensity of a fluorofore is given by:
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The algorithm

about

atherosclerosis, is extracted by developing a
generalized algorithm applied to wavelengths from
260 nm up to 600 nm. The analysis was done by using
a general model of tissue fluorescence, relating the
Excitation - Emission Matrices from different
arteries, to the EEMs of the chromophores. The
algorithm pelfoms the approximation for the
coeflicients, m6611 mcrer mrb' and the relative
concentrations of the chromophores are calculated
and correlated to different categories of the arterX.
The dgorithm is applied to a wide range of
wavelengths and provides the possibility to extract
biochemical information about the tissue.

wavelength dependent and are used

as
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parameters of the fitting,

Ci

:

concenration

of fluorophores

or absorbing RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

species.

15 : attenuation coefhcient.

By using the information that tho major fluorqphores

of oronary artery, are ollagen and elastin, tbc major
absorption molectle is hemglöin and taking into
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consideration the existence of different fluorophores
(mayte carotenoids) at a very small concentration"
equation (2) is transformed to :

,(L,4)=

C*I* + C"rI,,

C^+C,o*C^o*C*,
C^ = t*(n*,(n ) *,r,^(xr))
c,o =

C*, =
c"o1

\.o=350 nm.

(3),

""r(n"r(+)* n"^(l,r))

C^-,o = c,-,,,"(Hn"

The confirmation of the model was performed by a
second set of samples for Xo" = 340 nm ,

*
"(n) n^" "(lr))
* o^(4)), where
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: collagen concentrations,

€lastin concentrations,
Concentration of absorbers
Ftmr : collagen attenuation coefficient
[166 : elastin attenuation coefficient
Frho. I hemoglobin attenuation coefficient
;6sn: attenuation coefficient of absorbers
cslg !

c66g

r

260

Equation (3) is resolved for the different categories of

and
tr

arteries (healthy, fibrous

calcified). The
experimental values I(ly) and
161g ar€ known and the
corresponding attenuation coefficients are calculated, by
using the Quasi - Newton approximation at a range of
wavelengths from 200 nm up to 600 nm.
Figure shows the theoretical approximation for n6o1 ,
lrlh , mharc and m*n for the fibrous artery .
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Figure I
Figure 2 shows the approximation of thoretical values to
the experimental values for one category ( fibrous ) .
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